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This thesis investigates the connection of a Battery Management System (BMS) to an 
Internet of Things (IoT) cloud server and using a web interface to monitor and control 
the batteries in the stack. Using the IoT connectivity for communication with a web 
interface and battery-data acquisition can benefit the BMS in a few aspects. 
Implementing this also ensures the safety and reliability of the battery systems when 
used in an industrial environment. The main premise of the thesis is extracting the key 
data measured by the BMS and translating it into meaningful information, such that it 
will be useful for algorithms built for large scale data. With the Artificial Intelligence (AI) 
and Machine Learning (ML) services provided by the cloud servers, new algorithms can 
be added for processing the data and improving our knowledge about the best methods 
for battery management.   
Improving battery management algorithms can result in several benefits to battery 
systems. These may include safer battery plants, extended battery life, improved 
accuracy for prediction of the performance of batteries used for second battery life, and 
improvement of battery chemistry. 
Connecting the BMS to the internet provides the capability of remotely monitoring and 
managing the system in real-time. 
The tremendous amount of data storage available on the cloud, especially when 
compared to the storage available on an embedded device or a local server, provides 
the ability to conduct battery data analysis and recognize behaviour patterns of battery 
cells in different locations and under different conditions. This type of analysis can be 
done within a single system, or over multiple systems, thanks to the ability to connect 
multiple systems to the same cloud service. 
The Internet of Things provides the opportunity to monitor and control devices and 
assents regardless of their physical location. IoT connectivity also simplifies the process 
of completing a software update, which allows quick improvements to the battery 
management applications. 
To validate the concept of the proposed cloud-based Condition Monitoring Platform, a 
small-scale cloud Battery Management System (BMS) simulator was developed using a 
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 Chapter 1 - Introduction to the Battery Management 
System and the Battery Market 
1.1 The growing demand for batteries 
With the growing demand for renewable energy in the last few decades, the production 
and consumption of this type of energy are facing new challenges. Power production 
from resources such as solar and wind can fluctuate wildly, with more energy produced 
than is required at the time, while energy resources may not be available at other times. 
To close the gap between the time that the energy is generated and the time at which 
it is demanded, temporary energy storage is required [1].   
As an example, Diu Smart City is the first city in India to run on 100% renewable energy 
during the day, after the city deployed a 9 megawatt solar plant to satisfy the population 
demand [2]. Despite the great achievement of being self-sustaining during the daytime, 
the city is still relying on the power grid at night. Since the city is not powered by 
renewable energy during the night, it is assumed that no energy storage facility is 
available to store excess energy generated during the day and provide it during the 
night. 
This kind of energy storage requires a large amount of battery capacity. The batteries 
will be charged when energy resources are available and discharged when the demand 
level is higher than the production rate [3]. 
The Lyon-Confluence Urban Development in Lyon, France is an example of a 
development built with the objective of using renewable energy and batteries to create 
a sustainable smart city of the future. Etienne Vignali, Project Manager of Sustainable 
Development at the Lyon Confluence Urban Development, explained: “To manage 
better the energy in the neighbourhood, in the Lyon Confluence Urban Project we try to 
work on different topics [including] the improvement of the energy performance of new 
buildings, the improvement of energy performance of old and existing buildings, the 
development of electric mobility services, the use of data to monitor and assess the 
actual energy performance and improve it, and to produce and to increase the local 
production of renewable energy.” [4]. 
In smart cities like these, storing energy has become an important factor that can 
transform a city to make it self-sufficient and independent of the power grid. A smart 
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energy storage system could be part of the urban infrastructure, with battery packs built 
into building walls and public transport systems such as trains and electric buses. 
The growing demand for battery systems is not limited to smart cities but has spread to 
other sectors as well, such as the automotive industry, which is showing a rapid increase. 
Electric vehicles have been introduced by the automaker as an alternative to the 
polluting internal combustion engine [5].  
With all the advantages of using batteries for efficient energy storage, there are still 
many issues arising from the implementation of battery-based devices or plants [6]: 
• Batteries self-discharge, especially during the first period after being charged. 
This energy cannot be utilized by the consumer, even though the battery has 
been fully charged. The benefit of energy storage is that the consumer should be 
able to determine when the and how to discharge the battery and use the 
energy, but when the battery self-discharges, the consumer cannot take 
advantage of this energy and it is lost. Battery self-discharge shortly after full 
charge may create wrong prediction and miss-calculation of the amount of 
available energy. 
• The number of recharging cycles is limited. After exhausting the number of 
charging and discharging cycles, the battery cannot be recharged anymore and 
needs to be replaced. Installation of new battery packs can be a costly process 
that should be minimized. 
• Maintenance is required to ensure optimal performance. NiCad cells required 
periodic discharge to ensure that they did not exhibit the “memory effect”. The 
memory effect means that if cells were constantly only partly discharged, they 
would only discharge to the point to which it was repeatedly discharged.  
• Some rechargeable cells need to be primed when they receive their first charge. 
• The volumetric energy density, the number of watt-hours that can be stored 
divided by the physical volume of the battery, is a significant factor when it 
comes to mobile devices or when space is limited. 
• Lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries require protection from over-charging or over-
discharging. Overcharging a lithium-ion battery can result in capacity 
degradation [7], and the battery may overheat and potentially burn. Over-
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discharging can result in various side effects, such as capacity degradation and 
internal short circuit. 
• Current should be kept within a safe operating limit when using Li-on batteries. 
Discharge current protection is necessary to avoid harm or explosion due to short 
circuits.  
1.2  Battery Management Systems (BMSs) 
The Li-ion batteries are the preferred type of batteries that are used for energy storage, 
for both small- or large-scale implementations. The Li-ion technology provides high 
power and energy density, has low maintenance requirements, and has low self-
discharge compared to other batteries and no memory effect [8].  
Alongside the benefits of the Li-ion batteries, some disadvantages can be found, with a 
partial list including performance degradation over time, and poor reliability and 
overheating due to being overcharged [9]. These factors also increase the cost of 
maintaining Li-ion battery-based systems. 
With all the advantages and disadvantages of the different batteries technologies, Li-ion 
batteries with their high power density are the preferred type of batteries for use in 
electric vehicles [10]. Figure 1-1 shows the current and future growth in Li-ion battery 
usage and their distribution in different applications. 
 
 




The main role of the BMS is to operate the battery within the predefined limits. By 
keeping to these limits, the battery is more efficient, a longer life could be achieved, and 
the appropriate level of safety is ensured. 
By monitoring each of the cells separately and protecting them from overcharge or 
undercharge, the battery performance can be optimized. The functionality of a simple 
BMS can be limited to keeping charging and discharging levels within operational limits, 
but more complex BMSs will include sophisticated balancing algorithms that will be used 
by more advanced applications [12]. 
Other technologies are also emerging in the global market to accommodate for different 
applications, costs and recyclability. The Lead-Carbon is a type of battery that combines 
the lead-acid material with carbon ultra-capacitor into a single cell. This type of battery 
benefits from the safety and reliability of traditional lead-acid batteries, and at the same 
time capable of fast charge and discharge into the carbon capacitor. Another advantage 
of this battery is that unlike lead-acid, it does not need to frequently recharge fully. It 
cycles continuously in a partial state of charge, with no float periods and very infrequent 
refresh. The battery materials are a low cost and available as natural resources in some 
developing countries. This battery is also highly recyclable, 98% of lead-acid batteries 
returned for reprocessing, and 96% by mass of each returned battery used to make new 
batteries.  This type of battery is very beneficial for power plant especially in the 
developing world due to the very low cost and high performance. 
1.3 A standard BMS  
A BMS is an electronic system with the ability to monitor and control battery stacks. The 
BMS is connected to the battery stack so that each cell is connected to the monitoring 
and charging device.  
The BMS is used to manage a battery system, such as a Li-ion based system, and to 
protect the batteries from operating outside the safe operational area and enforce the 
State of Charge (SoC) limitation.  
The SoC refers to the battery charging level in relation to the maximum capacity of the 
battery. SoC is calculated in terms of the percentage between 0% (empty) and 100% 
(full) [13].  
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To keep the battery within correct operational limits, the BMS will ensure that charging 
is disabled once the SoC is reached its high limit and that discharging is stopped once 
the SoC reaches the lowest allowed level.  
Charging a Li-Ion battery over the recommended high voltage limit will result in a 
reduction of the free Lithium ions, resulting in irreversible capacity loss or even a short 
circuit. Another negative effect of overcharging is overheating, which is caused by 
excessive current that increases the Joule heating of the cell, to the point where the 
battery can go up in flames, potentially leading to a great damage outside the battery 
system itself. [14] 
On the other extreme, over-discharging and letting the voltage level drop below the 
recommended limit can result in a progressive breakdown of the electrode materials. 
The consequences of this scenario can include a major capacity loss or even a short 
circuit. [14] 
 
Figure 1-2 SoC operating window [14]. 
 The graph in Figure 1-2 SoC operating window. describes the ideal SoC working range 
along with the effects of working beyond these limits. 
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A common issue with battery packs is the divergence of SoC between the cells. The 
difference can be due to slight differences in the battery chemistry or the degradation 
rate throughout the battery lifetime [15]. More information about battery maintenance, 
including balancing, is given in Chapter 4. 
A BMS may protect its battery by preventing it from operating outside its safe operating 
area in such aspects as:  
• Over-current (may be different in charging and discharging modes). 
• Over-voltage (during charging). 
• Under-voltage (during discharging), especially important for lead-acid 
[16] and Li-ion [17] cells. 
• Over-temperature. 
• Under-temperature. 
• Over-pressure (various batteries). 
• Ground fault or leakage current detection (with the system monitoring and 
ensuring that a high voltage battery is electrically disconnected from any 
conductive object that could be touched during use, such as a vehicle body). 
The BMS may protect the battery from working outside its safe operating limits by: 
• Integrating a relay that will open if the voltage is outside the operational 
boundaries. 
• Actively controlling the ambient temperature, using devices such as heaters, 
fans, air conditioning, or liquid cooling. 
• A BMS may also feature a pre-charge system, allowing a safe way to connect the 
battery to different loads and eliminating the excessive inrush of currents to load 
capacitors. 
By using balancing and equalization algorithms, the BMS can ensure that the SoC level 
of each of the battery cells is within the proper range. The BMS will ensure the limits by: 
• Connecting the highly charged cells to the load (i.e. using a passive regulator) to 
waste energy and bring the SoC level to the acceptable limit. 
• Balancing the cells by shuffling energy from the highly charged cells to the least 
charged cells. 
• Charging with a low current, since this will not damage fully charged cells but 
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may still charge the cells with a low charge (although this method does not apply 
to Lithium chemistry cells). 
• Modular charging.  
1.4 Proposal 
This research was intended to investigate the benefits of using the Internet of Things 
(IoT) data management and a web interface for a BMS system. The value added by 
connecting a BMS to a cloud computing system and the enhanced capabilities created 
by this new system will be identified and discussed in the following chapters. 
The implementation of the proposed research will be carried out by connecting an 
existing BMS to the cloud and developing the software on the Main Processor Board 
(MPB) and on the cloud server that is needed to log battery data acquired by the 
monitoring module. The logged data will be stored in a database located on a cloud 
server for a substantial period. The battery data can be used for further investigation of 
the battery cell behaviour, based on factors such as:  
• The number of charging and discharging cycles. 
• The voltage level used for charging. 
• The current level when discharged. 
• The ambient temperature during operation.  
• The algorithm used for maintaining the battery stack.  
The platform used for the research was a BMS developed by the UOW Battery 
Management Group [18]. The platform is now improved, with extra functionality added 
to support the research being discussed here. 
In its simple form, the BMS platform consists of a voltage monitoring module that is 
connected to the battery cells on one side and a microcontroller unit (MCU) board on 
the other side. The MCU board gathers the information from the monitoring module 
and is also capable of sending commands to this module. Battery data is gathered and 
logged locally by the MCU and sent to a remote system for further analysis.  
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The decision to use the BMS platform developed by the UOW Battery Management 
Group as a starting point for this research was driven by the fact that the system was 
already capable of connecting to one or more battery stacks and could read the charging 
and discharging characteristics of each battery cell individually. 
The BMS platform built for electric vehicle PhD research [15] has been expanded during 
this research to provide cloud connectivity, a cloud-hosted web interface, and cloud 
data storage. 
1.5 Thesis Structure 
This thesis is organised as follows: 
• Chapter 1 provides a short review of the current battery market and an 
introduction to the management system required for managing a battery stack. 
The Proposal at the end of the chapter introduces the idea of connecting the 
BMS to a cloud server as an IoT device, with the ability to control the device 
operation and log battery data. 
• Chapter 2 discusses the BMS’s IoT connectivity and how it uses cloud computing. 
It provides an introduction to the IoT technology features and capabilities, and 
how they can be used for BMS. The chapter concludes with the benefits of long-
term battery data logging to the cloud for Second Battery Life. 
• Chapter 3 provides insight into the research framework, with detailed 
information about the architecture, hardware and software modules, block 
diagram, and source code.  
• Chapter 4 is concerned with the Cloud and Web Interface, and screenshots of 
the web pages are provided, accompanied by an explanation of the functionality 
provided by each page.  
• Chapter 5 contains the thesis discussion. The project’s challenges are discussed 
here and the path leading to the development of the selected solutions. The 
thesis concludes with ideas for future development related to BMS-IoT systems.  
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 Chapter 2 - IoT and BMS Background 
 
The BMS-IoT system discussed in this research can be broken down into two major 
components: the IoT connected BMS and the cloud computing. The IoT-BMS is the 
device attached to the battery stacks performing the battery monitoring and balancing, 
which is connected to the internet via Wi-Fi or Ethernet. The IoT concept, as will be 
elaborated in this chapter, is the ability to create an ecosystem using multiple connected 
devices. 
2.1 Internet of Things (IoT) 
IoT is a term used to describe physical objects connected to the network. Each device 
may contain embedded technology to communicate and to sense or interact with its 
internal states or the external environment [19]. It is a network within networks that 
consist of millions of private, public, academic, business, and government networks, of 
local to global scope, that are linked by a broad array of electronic, wireless, and optical 
networking technologies [20]. 
There is no formal definition of the IoT, however, but one difference from the traditional 
internet is that the existing one was developed for sharing data created by people, while 
the IoT data is created by things. Kevin Ashton, an expert on digital innovation, describes 
it as: “An open and comprehensive network of intelligent objects that have the capacity 
to auto-organize, share information, data and resources, reacting and acting in face of 
situations and changes in the environment” [21]. 
The drive behind the development of the IoT was primarily provided by large 
organizations that could benefit from the ability to track their assets and supply chains 
through all stages. Attaching an embedded device to a commodity provides connectivity 
that can supply real-time information about the current situation of the supply chain. 
The benefits are the foresight and predictability afforded by the ability to follow all 
objects through their commodity chains [22].  
Companies, governments and other organizations across the globe are deploying billions 
of sensors in a mission to connect everything to the IoT. This is done to automate tasks 
and capture as much data as possible to streamline their operations or to gain a 
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competitive advantage. Many of these sensors and data capturing systems require a 
stable source of power without direct access to the electricity grid. 
Research conducted by the International Data Corporation (IDC) was reported in January 
2019 and predicts that by 2022 the installed base of the IoT will grow to 1 trillion devices. 
"Adoption of IoT is happening across industries, in governments, and in consumers' daily lives. 
We are increasingly observing how data generated by connected devices is helping businesses 
run more efficiently, gain insight into business processes, and make real-time decisions. For 
consumers, access to data is changing how they are informed about the status of households, 
vehicles, and family members as well as their own health and fitness," said Carrie MacGillivray, 
vice president, Internet of Things and Mobility at IDC [23]. 
The next generation of computing and communication is represented by the IoT, but 
installation of IoT connectivity into different types of devices is pending new 
developments and innovation in fields ranging from wireless sensors to nanotechnology 
[21]. 
2.2 IoT Features and Capabilities 
The IoT phenomenon allows the collection of data from sensor nodes that can be placed 
practically in any environment and can also give non-electronic objects the ability to 
communicate. With the benefits provided by these devices, IoT connected systems may 
pose certain difficulties and complications, but in many cases, IoT devices are installed 
once and should operate without human intervention for many years. The device 
software should be reliable and ensure that, under all circumstances, the device is 
connected to the network. The device software and security updates should be provided 
by the remote server for all the devices in the same category. A device should be able to 
execute a robust update process, so that any possible failure will be recovered.  
The ubiquitous sensor nodes at the periphery of the IoT, such as thermostats, building 
automation sensors, and light switches, have a very specific power profile. The 
application of these sensors will typically be in sleep mode, waking up only to perform a 
measurement or to activate a low power wireless connection, such as Bluetooth Low 
Energy or Wi-Fi. When in sleep mode, the device consumes minimal power, but when 
active, a burst of power is required. Overall, these devices have very low power 
consumption, given that the sleep period is generally many orders of magnitude greater 
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than the active period. 
2.2.1 The importance of predicting battery lifespan 
The sensor and actuator devices scattered in the field should not lose power or 
connectivity throughout their assumed lifetime. Each of these devices should operate at 
least from 5 to 10 years with no human intervention at any stage. Due to the large 
number of devices deployed for product implementation, having to send a technician to 
service each one of those devices scattered around large geographical locations may 
bring losses for the company due to high maintenance cost. For this reason, many 
companies are looking for technologies that can provide them with guaranteed low-
power devices that will last with minimal maintenance cost for the duration of their 
predicted usable period and have a highly reliable battery life span. 
2.2.2 Short wake up for measurement 
Power conservation is a key factor for battery-powered IoT devices, and as such, the 
BMS should use a minimal amount of power while still providing the battery 
measurement data to the cloud server. The BMS should wake up at predefined intervals 
for a specified time to measure and/or operate a requested function. To aid efficiency, 
the BMS operational flow should be optimised to run a specific sequence of tasks that 
will achieve the expected goals while using the minimal amount of energy. In most cases, 
this will translate to a very short wake-up time.   
A research published on “EURASIP Journal on Wireless Communications and 
Networking” [24] is proposing an algorithm that can reduce the energy consumed by the 
node for data communication by 40~57% compare to Convergecast data collection 
strategy [25]. This algorithm is referred to as “A delay and energy-efficient data 
collection” (DEEDC). A scheme-based matrix filling theory to collect data in a randomly 
generated of wireless sensor networks (WSNs) with minimum delay and energy 
consumption.  
2.2.3 Reliable network connection 
For an IoT device, having a reliable network connection is crucial for the healthy 
operation of the device. Using a BMS with more than one network interface can provide 
the necessary redundancy in cases where one of the connection interfaces becomes 
faulty or the network remote endpoint crash. This BMS IoT system is equipped with both 
an Ethernet and a Wi-Fi interface, and the decision about which of the interfaces will be 
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used is based on the installation requirements. If both media are available, one can act 
as the primary interface, while the second could act as a backup. Improved wireless 
reliability can be achieved by having multiple Wi-Fi access points available at the same 
physical location, so that the Wi-Fi interface can be programmed with a list of credentials 
and switch between access points when necessary. 
2.2.4 Quick association 
In many IoT devices, the network communication and data exchange with the remote 
cloud server is the most power-consuming operation. This process should be optimized 
to minimize power consumption and maximize battery life. If the primary network 
device is the Wi-Fi interface, it is crucial that, when the device wakes-up to send data, 
the association with the Wi-Fi hotspot will need to be as quick as possible. Having a quick 
association to the Wi-Fi network will keep the wake-up time to a minimum and reduce 
battery consumption. Similarly, when a device is connected to a cellular network or any 
ad-hoc network, registering into the network or data exchange should be quick and 
efficient. 
2.3 Cloud computing 
The definition of cloud computing according to the American National Institute of 
Standards and Technology (NIST) (Mell & Grance, 2011) is: “Cloud computing is a model 
for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of 
configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and 
services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort 
or service provider interaction” [26]. 
Cloud computing became very popular in the last decade, so many businesses, 
universities, and public organisations are using the cloud computing solution as their 
core computing infrastructure. The cloud computing systems provide the whole set of 
services required for these entities, including data storage centres distributed around 
the globe, scalable on-demand computation power, web hosting, and more, all in a pay-
as-you-go model. This kind of engagement model lets users pay only for what they have 
used and avoids the need for initial capital to establish a new computing system. In many 
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cases, it is what makes it possible for small businesses or start-up companies to get into 
the market. 
Data and applications stored on a cloud server are highly secured and regularly backed-
up by the service provider. 
The major commercial cloud providers around the world are: Amazon Web Services [27], 
Windows Azure Platform [28], Google App Engine [29], and Rackspace [30]. 
2.4 IoT for Battery Management Systems 
One of the challenges for Electric Vehicle (EV) battery stack development is the complex 
and unobservable nature of internal chemical reactions. A precise mathematical model 
is therefore crucial for the BMS to ensure secure and stable operation of the battery in 
a multi-variable environment [31]. 
Like the EV industry, battery storage systems for smart cities are also facing similar 
challenges when large energy storage plants built from many individual battery cells 
need to be managed efficiently and safely. 
With a broad spectrum of new technologies emerging to promote the integration of 
renewable energy sources into current energy grids, as well as pioneering new models 
of energy generation, storage, and distribution, the parts required to build towns of the 
future are being implemented. Energy storage systems in the form of large plants or 
distributed small battery stacks are becoming more popular and will soon be found in 
many cities around the globe. These systems will require network-connected battery 
management devices to manage the batteries from a single remote location. 
Existing significant regional energy grids across the U.S. are starting to create 
interconnections with solar and wind power grids. The present difficulty with renewable 
energy lies in the smoothing of supply owing to the inconsistency of weather in many 
areas of the U.S., which may cause peaks and dips, but enhanced battery storage 
technologies should make it possible to harness ever-increasing quantities of renewable 
energy [32]. 
The above challenges are demonstrating the need for a system that will combine:  
• A BMS for managing the plant’s battery stacks. 
• Data logging of all associated environmental variables. 
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• Cloud-based data storage to store battery data from many plants and mobile 
battery stacks. 
• High processing power for sophisticated algorithms and machine learning 
(ML). 
• Feedback from the cloud data processing back to the plant BMS to improve 
operation. 
• A reporting system to demonstrate the data processing outcome for 
continuous improvement in battery technology and management systems. 
This type of system will enhance our understanding of large and small battery system 
behaviour and can help with effective management and the safety aspects. The listed 
requirements are achievable by expanding the capabilities of the BMS and making it an 
IoT cloud-connected system. With the addition of cloud computing resources [33], the 
battery charging and discharging levels, temperature, and power consumption levels 
will be sent to the cloud to enhance scalability, cost-effectiveness, adaptability, safety, 
reliability, and flexibility of large-scale Battery Energy Storage Systems (BESS). 
This research is not focused on the basic functionality of an internet-connected BMS, 
but mainly about the potential for gathering a large amount of data from many BMS 
platforms from different sites over a significant period of time. The potential of having 
the data available for analysis algorithms and ML tools is significant. These tools can be 
utilised to identify the patterns and behaviour of the battery cells under different 
operational conditions and can contribute to our collective knowledge about battery 
management in the field. The suggested system is not relying on the cloud system for 
the regular battery management like charging, discharging or balancing algorithms, 
these operations will be handled by the local BMS. The data gathered on the cloud, after 
being analysed by the battery management algorithms will provide ongoing 
improvement of the BMS local algorithms to better manage the battery stack and extend 
performance and battery life. As an Over The Air (OTA) update capable system, the local 
algorithms and charging/discharging limits can be updated by the remote cloud system 




2.5 Second Battery Life 
Extensive research is constantly being conducted on reducing the costs of batteries 
consumption by improving battery efficiency, lowering material costs, improving 
manufacturing processes, and increasing production volumes. While these cost-saving 
measures are crucial, it is also important to optimise battery usage during its lifetime.  
With the growing market for EVs using Li-ion batteries, many battery cells reach the end 
of their functional lifespan every day. The extreme conditions under which these 
batteries operate cause high degradation in the first five years, due to the high 
temperatures in which they are operated and additionally due to being partially 
discharged hundreds of times. The Li-ion batteries reach the end of their functional life 
after 8 to 10 years in EV utilization, despite having 80% of their original capacity [34] and 
a discharge rate of only about 5% over 24 hours.  
After they have been removed from the vehicle, these batteries can be used in other 
applications before being recycled or disposed of. Second Battery Life (SBL) is a life 
extension stage in which the battery can be beneficial in a different environment.  
 
Figure 2-1 Schematic representation of the end-of-life patterns for Li-ion batteries [35]. 
 
High-density Li-ion batteries are the most promising tools for viable energy storage, as 
they feature key characteristics for this application, and yet even these are considered 
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too expensive for energy storage in the renewable electricity sector. By reusing old EV 
batteries, these units can serve a few more years in stationary applications, including 
fast-charging electric vehicles, self-consumption, area regulation, and transmission 
deferral [36]. 
What is the battery’s degradation level? Many factors will determine the viability and 
economics of second life strategies, ranging from the costs of repurposing the cells, their 
functionality in their new, repurposed role, and the evolution of inexpensive battery 
technologies that may be able to achieve the same goals.  
By determining the total value of the battery for its entire, extended lifetime before 
fabricating it, the cost of the battery can be determined and split between the primary 
and the secondary owner [37]. Giving a used battery a market value will have the added 
benefit of reducing the cost of replacing the battery for the EV owner. 
Recent studies conducted by the U.S. National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) [38] 
using the Battery Lifetime Analysis and Simulation Tool for Vehicles (BLAST-V) have 
found that the largest effect on battery degradation are driving patterns and the climate 
in which the battery is operated, while other factors include the vehicle and battery 
thermal management system and available infrastructure [39] [40] [41], amongst 
others.   
The values of two batteries manufactured at the same time in the same factory and 
installed in the same model of EV can be different after a few years of operation. The 
deviation in performance and battery health might be the result of different operational 
conditions, factors such as climate conditions, air humidity, the driver’s behaviour, and 
car mileage may influence the battery health and the number of years it can operate. 
According to the American National Renewable Energy Laboratory in the journal article 
“A Second Life for Electric Vehicle Batteries: Answering Questions on Battery 
Degradation and Value”: “Installing hardware and software capabilities onboard the 
vehicle that can both estimate remaining battery capacity from in-situ measurements, 
as well as track average battery temperature over time, will thereby help facilitate the 
second use of automotive batteries” [37]. 
Based on the above findings, the proposed BMS can significantly contribute to 
determining battery degradation and, as such, its market value for SBL. By logging the 
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conditions in which the battery was operated and other detailed information regarding 
charging, discharging, balancing, and SoC throughout the battery’s lifetime in the vehicle 
or within any other device, the battery’s estimated health condition can be made more 
accurate and the market value for SBL made more reliable. This information can help to 
determine the most suitable second use of an individual battery.   
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 Chapter 3 - The Research Framework 
 
To achieve the research objectives, an IoT BMS platform was used. The platform used 
for the research is a BMS includes a printed circuit board (PCB) designed to connect a 
BeagleBone Black (BBB) computer on-board device (see Appendix 3 - BeagleBone Black 
board) to a stack of Battery Monitor Power Management Evaluation Boards. This 
platform was originally designed and used by the University of Wollongong Battery 
Management Group [18]. 
The main BMS platform modules are illustrated in Figure 3-1. The Platform Control Unit 
(PCU) functions as the main connectivity and processing entity.  
 
Figure 3-1 BMS major platform modules. 
 
This module acquires data from all the other modules and sends control commands to 
the rest of the system. The Battery Monitoring and Management Module interfaces with 
the battery stacks for monitoring and control operations. The Data Logging Module is 
used by the PCU to save the data acquired from the rest of the system before it is sent 
to the cloud server. The Peripherals Module oversees operating external devices or 
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subsystems connected to the BMS platform. The Cloud Connectivity Module is the PCU 
interface to the remote cloud server. 
Each of the modules mentioned above will be described in detail later in this chapter. 
The hardware framework for the BMS platform is described in Figure 3-2, where the 
main modules are the Main Processor Board (MPB), the Isolation module LTC6820®, and 
a series of Linear Technology Corporation®(LTC) DC1942C Battery Monitor Power 
Management Evaluation Boards [42].  
The four serial peripheral interface (SPI) bus lines from the MPB are routed across an 
isolation barrier chip to protect against voltage levels higher than expected, and the 
signals on the other side of the isolation barrier are transferred using two lines only on 
a bus referred to as an “isolated Serial Peripheral Interface” or isoSPI bus.  
 





3.1 Main Processor Board  
The Main Processor Board (MPB) functions as the platform control unit by 
communicating with all the BMS hardware modules, including the General Purpose 
Input Output (GPIO), Ethernet, and Wi-Fi modules, and battery controlling and 
monitoring devices (see Figure 3-3). The MPB executes the equalization algorithm and 
the charge and discharge control, and it initiates data acquisition using the battery 
controlling and monitoring devices. 
 
Figure 3-3 BMS top-level block diagram. 
Apart from being the BMS main execution processor, the main processor board also 
functions as a network communication processor. This board is connected to a cloud 
server for uploading and storing data gathered by the system, as well as for acquiring 
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configurations and commands set by the user. 
The functionality of the main processor board will be discussed in detail in the following 
sections in this chapter. 
3.1.1 Selecting the main processor board hardware module 
When selecting a processor board for the platform, a range of low-cost computer-on-
board options are available. Identifying the most suitable board for this project was 
influenced by the factors listed below: 
1. Processing power – The MPB is designed for performing high-frequency data 
sampling. The data sampled from the battery cells will then be processed into 
meaningful data using complex algorithms. This kind of processing may demand 
a powerful central processing unit (CPU). Figure 3-4 and Figure 3-5 below shows 
the CPU and memory usage as captured on the MPB during idle operation and 
when the BMS application was running. The CPU usage was evidently at 60% 
when data acquisition and processing took place.  
 




Figure 3-5 CPU and memory usage with BMS application running. 
2. Large volatile memory – The MPB is capturing the battery data and storing them 
in the local memory before the data are sent to the cloud. Storing data sampled 
from a large number of boards and cells, and preparing the messages for sending 
to the cloud, may create a large backlog of data to be stored temporarily. A 
processor board should be capable of storing data in memory from up to 50 
boards sampled every second before sending them off to the cloud server. 
3. Commercialization – From the commercial aspect, the BMS platform should be 
able to turn into a product in the future. When the BMS platform was designed, 
a new hardware board was designed and built to combine a number of third-
party hardware modules into one BMS platform. The off-the-shelf boards 
selected for building the prototype are the ones that officially published their 
hardware design, and the parts for building the hardware module needed to be 
publicly available. This selection decision has benefits for production by offering 
the opportunity to create a functional prototype in a short time by using third 
party hardware, and from the commercialization aspect, when turning the BMS 
platform into a product, the same hardware module design can be used to create 
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the final BMS product. The experience and the knowledge learnt while using the 
prototype will still be applicable for the final product. 
4. Dual boot – A boot device is a storage device that can read or contains the files 
required for a computerised system to start. On the BMS platform, the main 
processor board is booted by a micro-SD (μSD) [43] storage card that loads the 
embedded operating system and runs the BMS software. The storage device 
used for the embedded system in most cases is the μSD card based on flash 
technology. The μSD card, despite its advantages of being a small portable 
storage device with high throughput, has one major disadvantage, the flash 
technology is limited by the number of write cycles that a device can perform 
before it is worn out. Writing data on a damaged storage device may result in 
incorrect data stored on the device or failure to perform basic operations such 
as booting up the system. In an event of a worn-out storage device, in many 
cases, the computerised system will never recover from the failure and may 
malfunction. Since the BMS is planned as an IoT platform, which may be in a 
remote location with no human intervention, this kind of failure may result in a 
system being disconnected from the remote management system, and a device 
becoming an orphan device. To protect the system from a scenario similar to 
this, a secondary boot device is required, a device that will act as a fallback if an 
unrecoverable error is detected. The MPB bootloader is described in details in 
the BBB boot process. 
5. GPIOs – The BMS platform should provide the ability to control devices 
connected to the platform (see Appendix 1 – BMS board GPIO connections). 
These devices can be triggered based on an internal BMS event or by a remote 
user over the web interface. The selected main processor board should have 
available General-Purpose Input Output (GPIO) pins to provide this functionality. 
6. Expansion Interfaces – In a research project like this, when a prototype is under 
development, and the ability to add functionality at later stages is important, 
expansion interfaces are required. Expansion headers such as the Universal 
Serial Bus (USB) make it possible to expand the main board’s functionality by 
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adding an external hardware device. Using this method, the 
developer/researcher can evaluate different types of hardware devices, without 
changing the PCB design or committing to a specific hardware device, with no 
ability to easily replace it at a later stage, once a better option is available. 
7. Operating System (OS) – The OS running on the hardware platform provides the 
ability to utilize the hardware components reliably and efficiently. When 
selecting a hardware platform, an important factor is the availability of an OS 
that is compatible with the platform. The platform’s OS provides the 
infrastructure and services, and becomes a base for the development of the 
software components required for the product. These days, most hardware 
manufacturers provide a free Software Development Kit (SDK) to accompany 
their hardware. This SDK in most cases includes an operating system, network 
stack, and the drivers to run the hardware evaluation boards. The decision to use 
the Arch-Linux OS is detailed in the section Arch Linux Operating System.  
Selecting the right hardware platform with a compatible operating system is a crucial 
part of the success of the project. Extensive research is required to meet all the 
requirements before selecting the final architecture.  
To fulfil the requirements for the main processor board, the BBB board was selected, 
which is a high-performance, low-power, low-cost, small footprint, open-source 
hardware board. 
Another single-board computer (SBC) being considered for this platform is the Raspberry 
Pi board, but this board could not fulfil the requirement of having commercially available 
hardware components. 
The BBB [44], an open-source hardware Linux-based SBC with the size of a credit card, 
was used as the master controller for the BMS discussed here. It is loaded with a 1 GHz 
AM335X ARMR Cortex-A8 32-Bit reduced instruction set computing (RISC) processor 
that can perform up to 2000 million instructions per second (MIPS) with open-source 
software compatibility, running at maximum 2.3 watts. 
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A block diagram of the Texas Instruments AM3358 microcontroller, based on the Cortex 
A8 core (Figure 3-6): 
  
Figure 3-6 BeagleBone Black block diagram [45]. 
Being an open-source hardware board was one of the main elements in the decision to 
use this board over other SBCs. Using an open-source hardware electronic board, with 
components available for purchase at any point, can benefit the final product. Once the 
mass production phase is reached, the Beagle-Bone board design can be implemented 
directly and become a part of the final production product PCB. Other benefits of using 
an open-source design is the ability to find issues with the original board design. If 
unpredictable behaviour observed, the issue can be debugged and fixed, while if the 
design data are not available, this type of issue may be fatal for the application. 
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Hardware modifications and improvements can be made to the original design before 
building the final product. 
The full Bill of material (BOM) for the Beagle Bone Black board is available here: 
https://github.com/beagleboard/beaglebone-black/blob/master/BBB_BOM.csv 
3.1.2 Changes made to the original BMS platform 
The original BMS as designed by the University of Wollongong Battery Management 
Group stored all the gathered data locally on the main processor board’s SD card. Storing 
the data locally on a μSD card may have some benefits, such as having all the data in one 
place and being able to work without network connectivity. On the other hand, a μSD 
card has limited storage space, and the amount of data that can be stored before old 
data needs to be cleared is restricted. 
To achieve the main objectives of this thesis and developing an IoT BMS platform that 
can acquire and store a practically unlimited amount of data from countless similar 
systems, the storage space for acquired data should be extendable at any stage. Other 
objectives were relocating the BMS web interface to a web server, instead of being 
served from the device, and having the acquired data constantly backed up to protect 
against data loss incidents. 
Since facilities for storing the data locally on the main processor board’s SD card proved 
to be limited, the next option was having a local server machine with a large hard-drive 
and a powerful CPU connected to a few BMSs. This solution requires an up-front 
investment, as well as the need to add more hard-drives to extend storage space as time 
goes by. Using a local server will still not cover the risk of losing all of the data in the 
event of a disk fault, and does not cater for hosting the BMS web interface.  
With the vision of having multiple BMSs monitored and managed by a single web 
interface, with access to ample data records safely stored for many years, the research 
for the best solution continued. 
Searching for possible solutions to fulfil the thesis objectives led to investigation of the 
option of using one of the cloud computing facilities (See Cloud Computing in the 
Background). Cloud service providers offer extendable off-the-shelf software tools for 
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any type of system, including services that can fit the BMS requirements (example 
illustrated in Figure 3-7 below). 
 
Figure 3-7 Cloud computing block diagram. 
 
3.1.3 Selecting a cloud service provider 
After reviewing the available options for cloud computing services and comparing the 
features that each provider was offering (i.e. “AWS vs. Azure vs. Google: Cloud 
Comparison” [46]), the conclusion was that, for the BMS application, there were no 
major differences between the solutions that each one of the top three was providing. 
As such, the preferred option was to use Amazon Web Services (AWS), which was the 
first service provider on the market to sell cloud computing services (launched in 2002, 
Azure in 2010, and Google Cloud in 2008) and still dominates the market (see Figure 3-8). 
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After evaluating the AWS cloud services and experimenting with the tools provided, the 
conclusion was that this service could be beneficial for the BMS. The AWS provides a 
simple and easy to use user interface, and the AWS Management Console is clear and 
intuitive. The virtual machine named the Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) is a Linux 
machine that can be configured in the same way as any other Linux based computer. 
Installing the BMS web server on the configured EC2 was a simple task even for a new 
user. The AWS was found to be very well documented, and the questions raised during 
the development stage were all covered by the documents, which allowed a better flow 
of the development. Apart from the good documentation, AWS user’s knowledge base 
was the most extended on the web, and this is a key factor when starting to use a new 
service and looking for solutions for a problem.  
The services provided by AWS are extendable, and a user can extend the amount of 
storage used by the system at any time. Software tools and features can be added to 
expand the system’s functionality when needed.  
 
Figure 3-8 Public Cloud Adoption 2018 – 2019 [47] (License to quote: [48]). 
3.2 Arch Linux Operating System 
Selecting the embedded Operating System (OS) for the BMS MPB required examining 
different options and picking the best one for the system.  
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The best OS to fulfil the requirements set at the beginning of the project was Arch Linux, 
since this OS provides: 
• Small footprint - The Arch Linux is a very popular Linux distribution, which 
was first released in 2002. This OS is minimalistic and simple, but it can be 
customized to work in an embedded environment. When building the Arch 
Linux, the developer can select which components should be included in the 
system, and more importantly, which should not be part of the final build. 
The ability to tailor the OS to the target board is especially beneficial in a 
limited resources environment, when run-time memory and storage size are 
restricted.  
• Scalability – When starting to work on a project such as the BMS, the options 
to expand the system should be considered. The selected OS should be 
extendable, with the option to add new software and drivers to support 
hardware features as needed. 
• Free open-source – In today’s market many good free operating systems can 
be used on an embedded device, so paying for an OS can be avoided if the 
budget is limited. Selecting the Arch Linux operating system for this platform 
helped to reduce the cost of the project.  
• Active community - Another benefit of using open source packages is that, in 
many cases, a large number of developers are contributing to the common 
code base and providing valuable features that can be used on the product, 
or fixing issues that otherwise can cause problems. 
• The ability to customize – The open-source operating system allows anyone 
to modify the source for his or her own needs. If the existing functionality 
does not fit the requirements, or a bug found that needs to be fixed, the code 
can be modified by the developer. 
• Documentation – The Arch Linux Wiki pages https://wiki.archlinux.org/ 
provide detailed information about the operating system and all the 
packages supported by it.   
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• Simple method of adding packages – The Arch Linux package manager 
Pacman [49] is an easy-to-use tool that makes it easy to add new packages 
and manage existing ones. The Pacman combines a binary package format 
with a simplified build system that uses source code modules. A user can 
install packages from official repositories or provide his or her package.  
Loading the Arch Linux OS onto the board and being able to run the BMS software 
required a few tasks to be completed.  
3.2.1 BBB boot process 
The BBB board can be booted from the on-board eMMC (“embedded Multi-Media 
Controller”) [50] storage device or the μSD card. During the initialisation stage, the built-
in ROM that acts as the first-stage bootloader looks for the second-stage bootloader. 
The default location to find the second-stage bootloader is the eMMC device, but there 
is an option to use the μSD as the boot device, which is utilized in this project. 
The AM335x processor on the BBB has several configurable boot options, and these are 
documented in Chapter 26 of the AM335x ARM® Cortex™-A8 Microprocessors Technical 
Reference Manual [51]. During the AM335x boot process, the ROM code is checked to 
determine which of the optional devices will be used as the boot device, based on the 
algorithm described in Figure 3-9 BBB boot sequence. On the BBB board, a GPIO is used 
as an input to the AM335x boot selection process: this pin is connected to an on-board 
switch (S2) and to pin 43 on the expansion header P8. 
In default mode (switch S2 not pressed and pin 43 not grounded) the BBB ROM software 
will search for a boot device in the following order: 
1. MMC1 (onboard eMMC), 
2. MMC0 (μSD), 
3. UART0, 
4. USB0. 
If the valid boot files are found on the eMMC flash, the AM335x will start the boot 
process using the eMMC files. Otherwise, it will try the next device until finding valid 
boot files or going to Dead Loop if none are found. 
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A different sequence of searching for a boot device is followed if the S2 switch is pressed 
or pin 43 is grounded: 
1. SPI0, 
2. MMC0 (μSD), 
3. UART0, 
4. USB0. 
To ensure that the μSD is used as the boot device, even if valid boot files are found on 
the eMMC, the GPIO pin 43 on expansion header P8 is grounded during power-up. Using 
the second sequence, the ROM bootloader will not be able to find a valid boot device 
on SPI0 and will check for valid boot file s on the μSD card.
 
Figure 3-9 BBB boot sequence. 
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In order to boot the BBB, the onboard eMMC or an external μSD boot partition must be 
formatted with FAT12/16/32 file system. If the AM335x processor finds a valid 
formatted partition on the inspected boot device, it will search for a file named “MLO” 
on the first partition of the device, and if found, the boot process will continue using this 
file. The next stage in the boot process is running the U-Boot [52] file located at the same 
location as the MLO file.  
The U-Boot software located on the first partition of the μSD card ( for μSD partitions 
see Setting the µSD card as the main boot device) is responsible for to performing both 
the first and second booting processes; the U-Boot configures the memory controllers 
and SD random access memory (SDRAM) and initializes the peripherals required for 
loading the Arch-Linux operating system from the μSD card. Once the U-Boot has loaded 
the OS, the processing context is switched over to the Arch-Linux OS, and the operating 
system initiates all the resources required for its operation, launching the BMS 
application at the end of the process. 
3.2.2 The μSD card as the BMS boot device 
On the BMS BBB, the μSD card is set as the main boot device. The decision to use the 
μSD over the built-in eMMC storage device was driven by several reasons: 
• The size of the eMMC flash memory located on the BBB size 2 gigabytes. this 
size is very limited and will not be enough for storing the Arch-Linux OS, the 
BMS application, and the log files generated by the measurement and logging 
applications. 
• The eMMC is soldered to the BBB board, so if it needs to be replaced after 
wearing out due to extensive usage, the operation is more complicated than 
removing a μSD off its socket and replacing it with a new one. To replace an 
eMMC card, the chip needs to be unsoldered from the BBB board and 
replaced with a new one, or the whole BBB board can be replaced by a new 
board. The last two options are more complicated and costly. 
• If using a μSD, setting up a BBB for a new BMS platform can be done by 
cloning a μSD and inserting it into a new BBB, but this operation cannot be 
done with an eMMC. 
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• Having more than one storage device on the BBB provides the option to have 
a secondary boot device to back up the primary one. As discussed in Chapter 
3, the eMMC can be used as a backup boot device and to operate the system 
in a safe mode in case the μSD becomes faulty. 
To enable use of the μSD as the BBB boot device and to be compatible with the Linux OS 
file system, the μSD storage space was divided into four logical partitions. The first 
partition was set up as the boot partition with the FAT32 file system, while the other 
three partitions were formatted with the Ext4 [53] file system.  
μSD partitions: 
Table 1 µSD partitions 
Name  Filesystem 
type 
Size Permission Purpose 
bbb_boot Fat32 64MB Read-Only U-Boot location 
bbb_rootfs Ext4 5GB Read- Only Arch-Linux root filesystem 
bbb_var Ext4 1GB Read-Write Arch-Linux “var” folder location 
bbb_data Ext4 15GB Read-Write BMS dynamic data location. 
 
The Arch-Linux root file system is located on the second partition on the μSD card, on 
which partition all the OS static files and directories are located, and the BMS application 
binary. This partition is set as a read-only partition to protect these critical files from 
accidentally being overwritten. Another advantage of a read-only file system is that not 
writing to these areas will protect the flash cells from wearing out on the OS partition, 
which will ensure the system’s stability in the long term.  
The next two partitions are dedicated to files and folders that are frequently changed by 
the file system or the BMS application. 
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The third partition on the μSD is dedicated to the Arch-Linux “/var” folder, which 
contains the operating system dynamic data. Information such as program log files, 
caches, variables, and the system crash dump is stored in the “/var” folder. Separating 
this folder from the rest of the file system folders and setting it as read-write makes it 
possible to protect the rest of the OS folders by setting the file system partition as read-
only. 
The fourth partition on the μSD has a read-write permission as well. This partition is 
dedicated to the data logging in BMS application measurements. The BMS application 
writes the battery data into comma-separated value (CSV) files and saves them into the 
“/home/<user>/data” folder mounted on this partition. These files are periodically 
uploaded to the cloud and deleted from the μSD. 
3.2.3 Using the SPI interface on the BBB 
The Arch-Linux OS includes the SPI device driver as part of the BBB board support 
package. This device driver is exposed to the user applications via the standard POSIX 
[54] application programming interfaces (APIs). The SPI interface is used by the BMS 
application to access the hardware modules for measuring the battery cells. The SPI bus 
hardware lines are connected to Linear Technology multicell LTC6804 measurement 
devices via the SPI isolation chip LTC6820.  
In the Arch-Linux default pins configuration, the SPI-0 hardware lines are defined as part 
of the board’s high definition multimedia interface (HDMI). The configuration of the pins 
needs to be modified in order to use these pins for the SPI-0 bus. By disabling the HDMI 
interface, which is not used by the BMS, these pins can be used as SPI pins, and the 
application can use the SPI-0 interface to read the battery data. 
The HDMI interface is disabled by the U-Boot at start-up by adding the line below to the 








3.3  BMS Software modules 
3.3.1 Main Processor Board Operation 
The Main Processor Board (MPB) is the platform’s data acquisition and control module 
as well as the cloud communication interface. 
The main processor board is a Linux-based system that is connected via a Serial 
Peripheral Interface (SPI) to the battery stacks. The BMS application executed by the 
MPB is the module communicating with the battery controller modules to gather the 
battery voltage values or send control commands for balancing the operation. 
The following section will elaborate on the software modules that constitute the BMS 
application. 
3.3.2 Battery Data Acquisition  
The BMS Application communicates over the isoSPI with the LTC®6804-2 chip located 
on the DC1942C boards [42]. To start a measurement operation, the application will 
send an analogue to digital converter (ADC) start conversion command to the LTC®6804-
2, and once the conversion is completed, the values are read, processed, and stored by 
the application. 
The LTC®6804-2 Multicell Battery Monitor chips used for the BMS have two internal 16-
bit ADCs, with each measuring six channels routed via an analogue multiplexer. The 
chip’s daisy-chain cell connectivity allows the measurement of 100s of cells 
simultaneously. A single LTC®6804-2 device can connect with and measure up to twelve 
cells in series with a total measurement error (TME) of less than 1.2 mV. Battery data 
measured by the chip provides the cell voltage level and the stack level based on the 
selected configuration. Multiple LTC®6804-2 chips can be connected in series, allowing 
continuous data logging of long, high voltage battery strings. The addressable feature of 
the chip enables the voltage measurement data across all the cells on the stack to be 
more manageable and trackable. 
The data acquired from the monitoring chip is saved temporarily in a memory buffer 
before being logged by the logging modules. The temporary data buffering is done by 
using the double buffering technique. This type of buffering allows the data logging 
module to acquire the complete version of the data from the "front buffer", while the 
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next voltage measurement is written to the "back buffer". Using this technique, the 
waiting time for a complete snapshot of the data is reduced to a minimum, which is the 
time that it takes to copy data from the “back buffer” to the “front buffer”. To protect 
against reading partial data from the “front buffer”, a mutex semaphore is used. 
3.3.3 Voltage Monitoring  
The Voltage Monitoring module oversees the communication with the voltage 
monitoring chips over the isoSPI bus.  
The Voltage Monitoring module includes the following APIs:  
• void Voltage_Init(void) – Initialises the parts of the Voltage Module that need 
to be initialized upon power-up of the MPB, including parameters, buffers, 
and semaphores. 
• void Voltage_Monitor_Task(void) - This task wakes up periodically and sends 
an ADC conversion start command, which is broadcasted to all the LTC®6804-
2 chips connected on the isoSPI. The benefits of using a single broadcast 
command are saving the time that it takes to send an individual command 
for each board, and at the same time, it ensures that the ADC conversion is 
simultaneously triggered on all the connected boards. 
After sending the conversion start command, the task is kept waiting for 3 ms to 
allow the conversion to be completed on all the Delta-Sigma Analog-to-Digital 
Converter (ADC) channels of the LTC®6804-2 chips. Once ready, voltage ADC 
values are copied into the voltage "back buffer", overwriting previous values.  
• BOOLEAN Voltage_UVOV_Thresholds_Set(voltage_vuv_threshold, 
voltage_vov_threshold) - Sets the under-voltage and over-voltage thresholds 
in all the LTC®6804-2 modules for Under/Overvoltage monitoring. 
• BOOLEAN Get_Board_Voltage(int8 board_num, time_t* timestamp, uint16* 
board_value, uint16* cells_value) – Returns the last buffered measurement 
records for one board, which include: timestamp, the sum of the board’s cell 
voltages, and the array of all the cells. 
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• BOOLEAN Get_Voltage_Cell(int8 board_num, int8 cell_num, unsigned int16* 
cell_value) – return the voltage of a specific cell of a specific board in the 
system. 
• BOOLEAN Get_Board_Voltage_sum(int8 board_num, unsigned int16* 
board_voltage) – Returns the sum of all the board’s cell voltages.  
3.3.4 Temperature Monitoring  
The Temperature Monitor module gathers values from the thermistors located next to 
the battery packs in the system. Each battery pack’s thermistor is connected to the 
LTC®6804-2 ADC capable GPIO. This GPIO provides an ADC value that then converted 
into Celsius degrees based upon predefined conversion table. 
The Temperature Monitoring module includes the following APIs:  
• void Temperature_Init(void) – Initialises the parts of the Temperature 
Module, that need to be initialized upon power-up of the MPB, including 
parameters, buffers, and semaphores. 
• BOOLEAN Temperature_Wakeup_Init(void) - Initializes the parts of the 
Temperature Module that need to be initialized upon wakeup of the 
LTC®6804-2 chip, which include setting up the GPIO pin used for the 
thermistor level sensing. 
• void Temperature_Monitor_Task(void) - This task wakes up periodically and 
sends a GPIO-ADC conversion start command. This command is broadcasted 
to all the LTC®6804-2 chips connected on the isoSPI. 
After sending the conversion start command, the task is kept waiting for 754 µs 
(in 2 kHz conversion mode) for the conversion to be completed on all the 
LTC®6804-2 chips in parallel. Once ready, the Temperature GPIO-ADC values are 
converted into Celsius degrees and copied into the Temperature "back buffer".  
• int8 Temperature_Get_All(int8 board_num, int16* temp_values) - Returns 
the last buffered temperatures measured on one board. 
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• int8 Temperature_Get(int8 board_num, int8 temperature_num, int16* 
temp_int16) - Returns the temperature of a specific thermistor of a specific 
board in the system. 
3.3.5 Data Logger 
The Data Logger module is responsible for storing the battery data measured by the 
Voltage, Temperature and Balancing modules. The Data Logger creates a Comma 
Separated Values (CSV) file every 24 hours to store the data accumulated during this 
time. A record is added every second into the file, with the timestamp signifying the 
exact measurement time. 
The Data Logger module is added to the system to protect it from intermittent data 
records being lost. Although data are loaded to the cloud server using the 
COMMAND_GET_BASEBOARD_DATA and stored in the database, the reliability of data 
sent over the network is not as high as for data saved locally on a storage device.  
When logging data every second, there is always a chance that a data socket will become 
disconnected temporarily, or the connection will be lost for a few seconds for another 
reason. The locally stored CSV file is gathering data independent from an external 
influence such as the cloud connectivity. The log file stored on the local SD card should 
be uploaded to the cloud server once every few minutes or hours, and this will ensure 
that data is safe in the event of a faulty SD card. 
The timestamped data samples sent to the cloud server are inserted into the database 
by the backend Node server. These data are primarily used for populating the web 
interface pages.  





Balance Time 1 - 8   
Capacity 1 - 8   
Cell 1 -8 (mV)  
Mode 1 - 8   
Read Balance Time 1 - 8   
SoC 1 – 8 (%)   
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Status   
Status 1 - 8   
Temperature 1 - 8  
3.3.6 BMS Application Structure 
The BMS application running on the MPB is divided into two major components, LTC 
firmware that includes the data measurement and logging modules described above, 
and the BMS Socket module. The LTC firmware files are located in the bms_firmware 
directory and built as an independent archive library. This library is then included in the 
application build together with the BMS Socket module to form a binary executed by 
the MPB. 
Two Makefiles are used for building the BMS application, the first one for building the 
LTC library and the second for building BMS Socket and the LTC library into one 
executable. 
The Makefile used for building the LTC firmware library is captured in Figure 3-10 below: 
PROJ_DIR = ./ 
BUILD_DIR = ./Build 
EXT_INCLUDE = ./include/ 
 
INCLUDE_DIRS = -I$(PROJ_DIR) 
INCLUDE_DIRS += -I$(PROJ_DIR)App/ 
INCLUDE_DIRS += -I$(PROJ_DIR)Drv/ 
INCLUDE_DIRS += -I$(PROJ_DIR)LTC/ 
INCLUDE_DIRS += -I$(PROJ_DIR)include/ 
INCLUDE_DIRS += -I$(EXT_INCLUDE) 
# LIB_DIRS = 
 
# For linux desktop uncomment the below 2 lines 
#LIB_DIR=./lib/linux 
#CC = gcc 
 
















OSTYPE      = $(shell uname) 
endif 
 
ifneq ($(findstring Darwin,$(OSTYPE)),) 
CFLAGS+=-D__APPLE__ 
endif 
CFLAGS  += -static -DCOMPILE_AS_LIBRARY #-DUSE_INTERCEPTED_DATA 
 
#LDFLAGS = -shared # linking flags 
# compiler flags 
# CDEFS = 
# CFLAGS += -O3 
# CFLAGS += -Wall 
# CFLAGS += -std=gnu99 
CFLAGS += $(INCLUDE_DIRS) 
 
# libraries 




# build target name 
TARGET := beagle_bms 
 
SOURCES := ./App/$(TARGET).c 
SOURCES += ./App/beagle_bms.c 
SOURCES += ./App/cell.c 
SOURCES += ./App/DataLog.c 
SOURCES += ./App/RTC.c 
SOURCES += ./App/AUXIOCTL.c 
SOURCES += ./App/BatteryManagement.c 
SOURCES += ./App/SOC_COUL.c 
SOURCES += ./App/base_board_api.c 
SOURCES += ./App/Current.c 
SOURCES += ./App/AutoBalance.c 
SOURCES += ./LTC/ltc6804_util.c 
SOURCES += ./LTC/ltc_6804.c 
SOURCES += ./LTC/24AA64.c 
SOURCES += ./LTC/Balancer.c 
SOURCES += ./LTC/Eeprom.c 
SOURCES += ./LTC/LTC1380.c 
SOURCES += ./LTC/LTC3300-1.c 
SOURCES += ./LTC/LTC6804-2.c 
SOURCES += ./LTC/Temperature.c 
SOURCES += ./LTC/Voltage.c 
SOURCES += ./LTC/System.c 
SOURCES += ./LTC/database.c 
 
SOURCES += ./Drv/beagle_i2c.c 





OBJS := $(SOURCES:%.c=%.o) 
TARGET_LIB = $(LIB_DIR)/lib$(TARGET).a # target lib 
 
# rules 
all:    $(TARGET_LIB) 
clean: 
    -rm -f *.o ./LTC/*.o *.NEW *~ 
    -rm -f $(TARGET_LIB) $(DERIVED) $(GARBAGE) 
 
$(TARGET_LIB): $(OBJS) 





    $(CC) $(CFLAGS) -MM $< >$@ 
 
.c.o: 
    $(CC) -c $(CFLAGS) -o $@ $< 
 
Figure 3-10 LTC Firmware Library Makefile. 
The BMS Socket application Makefile Figure 3-11:  
BIN_DIR := bin 
SRC_DIR := src 
BUILD_DIR := build 
LIB_DIR := lib 
TARGET := bms_socket 
     











CFLAGS := -Wall -Wextra -Wsequence-point -g -Os #-std=c99 
ubuntu: CFLAGS += -DCOMPILE_UBUNTU 
 
# Library path (using real time, pthread and jansson libraries) 
LDFLAGS := -pthread  
# Using relative path 
LDLIBS := -lpthread -Lbms_firmware/lib/arm-linux-bbb -l:libbeagle_bms.a -lrt 
 
INCPATH := -Isrc -Ibms_firmware/App -Ibms_firmware/Drv -Ibms_firmware/lib -
Ibms_firmware/LTC -Ibms_firmware 
ubuntu: SDKLIBS = $(SUBLIBS)  -L/usr/local/lib  
 
SOURCES  := $(wildcard $(SRC_DIR)/*.c) 
SRC_OBJECTS  := $(SOURCES:$(SRC_DIR)/%.c=%.o) 
LIBRARIES := $(wildcard $(LIB_DIR)/*.c) 
LIB_OBJECTS  := $(LIBRARIES:$(LIB_DIR)/%.c=%.o) 
 
$(BIN_DIR)/$(TARGET): $(SRC_OBJECTS) $(LIB_OBJECTS) $(DRV_OBJECTS) $(MB_OBJEC
TS) 
    $(CC) $(CFLAGS) $(LDFLAGS) $(INCPATH) $(SRC_OBJECTS) $(LIB_OBJECTS) $(DRV_OB
JECTS) $(MB_OBJECTS) $(SDKLIBS) $(LDLIBS) -o $@  
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$(BIN_DIR)/$(TARGET): $(SRC_OBJECTS) $(LIB_OBJECTS) $(DRV_OBJECTS) $(MB_OBJEC
TS) 
    $(CC) $(CFLAGS) $(LDFLAGS) $(INCPATH) $(SRC_OBJECTS) $(LIB_OBJECTS) $(DRV_OB
JECTS) $(MB_OBJECTS) $(SDKLIBS) $(LDLIBS) -o $@  
# need this is we apparently can't build objects straight to build directory... 
    mv *.o $(BUILD_DIR) 
     
$(SRC_OBJECTS): %.o : $(SRC_DIR)/%.c 
    $(CC) $(CFLAGS) $(LDFLAGS) $(INCPATH) $(SDKLIBS) -c $(SOURCES) 
 
$(LIB_OBJECTS): %.o : $(LIB_DIR)/%.c 
    $(CC) $(CFLAGS) $(LDFLAGS) $(INCPATH) $(SDKLIBS) -c $(LIBRARIES) 
     
$(MB_OBJECTS): %.o : $(MB_SRC) 
    $(CC) $(CFLAGS) $(LDFLAGS) $(INCPATH) $(SDKLIBS) -c $(MB_SRC) 
 
ubuntu: $(SRC_OBJECTS) $(LIB_OBJECTS) $(DRV_OBJECTS) $(MB_OBJECTS) 
    $(CC) $(CFLAGS) $(LDFLAGS) $(INCPATH) $(SRC_OBJECTS) $(LIB_OBJECTS) $(DRV_OB
JECTS) $(MB_OBJECTS) $(SDKLIBS) $(LDLIBS) -o $@  
    mv *.o $(BUILD_DIR)  
     
clean distclean: 
    rm -f *.o 
    rm -f *.d 
    rm -rf $(BUILD_DIR) 
    rm -rf $(BIN_DIR) 
    mkdir $(BUILD_DIR) 
    mkdir $(BIN_DIR) 
 
Figure 3-11 BMS Application Makefile. 
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The BMS application is compiled and built using the ARM Linux GCC cross compiler [55], 
which is a free compiler that allows building an ARM executable on a Linux x86 machine. 
3.3.7 BMS Socket 
The BMS Socket module acts as an interface with the cloud’s web application and is the 
BMS module located on the embedded platform, see Figure 3-12. This module manages 
the communication with the web application by maintaining an open Transmission 
Control Protocol (TCP) client socket interface to the cloud server at all times. 
 
Figure 3-12 Software block diagram.  
The cloud server opens a TCP server socket connection for the BMS device to connect 
to, and once the BMS_Socket application has started on the BMS, it will set up the link 
to the cloud server’s Internet Protocol (IP) address. As soon as the connection is 
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established, the BMS client will be listening on the open socket for commands from the 
web application. The BMS_Socket processes the commands by calling one or more of 
the other BMS modules executed by the MPB. Once a response to the requested 
command is ready, the BMS_Socket will reply to the web application by sending a 
response message through the web socket. A response message will include the 
command execution status and data where applicable. 
Commands processed by the BMS_Socket: 
• COMMAND_GET_BASEBOARD_DATA - This command is sent periodically 
by the web application. A request for a reply with the BMS data gathered by 
the Main Processor Board from the all battery monitoring boards. The web 
application will insert this timestamped response into the database on the 
cloud server.  
• COMMAND_SET_BALANCE_ADDRESS – The command to set the address of 
the board for the balancing operation to start. This address can be a 
broadcast address that will trigger the balancing operation on all the battery 
management boards, or an individual address, so that balancing will start on 
the specified board. 
• COMMAND_START_TIMED_BALANCING – The command to start the 
balancing operation on the board or boards specified by the Balance Address 
Command. 
• COMMAND_STOP_TIMED_BALANCING - The command to stop the balancing 
operation on the board or boards specified by the Balance Address 
Command. 
• COMMAND_SET_TIMED_PARAMS - The command to set the time-limited 
balancing operation. 
• COMMAND_SET_VOLTAGE_RANGE – The command to set the acceptable 
voltage range. Two values are sent at the same time, the minimum and the 
maximum allowed voltage per cell.  




• COMMAND_SET_NUM_BOARDS – This command allows the number of 
boards managed by the BMS platform to be changed dynamically. Following 
reception of this command, the BMS firmware will change the number of 
boards with which it is communicating, and when 
COMMAND_GET_BASEBOARD_DATA is received, the response data will be 
returned for the number of boards set earlier.  
• COMMAND_SET_IO - The command to set the state of the three Auxiliary 
and the Relay output pins.  
• COMMAND_SET_WLAN_CONFIG – The command to set the Wi-Fi access 
point credentials and addressing.  
• COMMAND_GET_WLAN_CONFIG – The command to get the current Wi-Fi 
connection status and settings. 
The code snippet in Figure 3-13 below is part of the socketIPC.js file, which runs on the 
web application backend and listens for client connection and socket events:  
 
/** 
* @brief initialises a TCP server socket 
* @param listener socketio.js object 
* @return none 
*/ 
this.init = function (listener) { 
    log.debug("Initialising socketIPC: Creating TCP Socket Server"); 
    //Create a TCP server to listen for client connection 
    var server = net.createServer(function (connection) { 
      console.log ('client connected'); 
      // update connection status 
      conActive = "connected"; 
      client = connection; 
      connection.on('end', function () { 
        conActive = "disconnected"; 
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        console.log('disconnected'); 
      }); 
      //Handle incoming messages from clients. 
      connection.on('data', function (data) { 
        conActive = "connected"; 
 //Process incoming data 
        listener(data); 
      }); 
      connection.on('error', function (err) { 
        // when no connection expects "This socket is closed" message. 
        if(err.message.search("closed") > -1) 
        { 
          // update connection status 
          conActive = "disconnected"; 
        } 
        log.debug("IPC socket Error: " + err.message); 
      }); 
      // Error Listener 
      connection.on('disconnect', function () { 
        // update connection status 
        conActive = "disconnected"; 
        log.debug("IPC Client disconnected"); 
      }); 
    }); //End - net.createServer(function (connection)  
    server.listen(REMOTE_SOCKET_PORT, function () { 
       console.log ('server is listening'); 
    }); 
} //End - this.init = function (listener)  
Figure 3-13 Cloud TCP Server socket code snippet. 
The code in Figure 3-14 below is part of the bms_socket.c that runs on the MPB. The TCP 





/* FUNCTION NAME: InitialiseTcpSocketClient                   */ 
/* PURPOSE: initialize socket client                          */ 
/* PARAMETERS: Server's IP address as string                  */ 
/* RETURNS: -1 for error, positive integer stand for the      */ 
/*          socket server descriptor for success              */ 
/*------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
int InitialiseTcpSocketClient(char* serverIpAddrs) 
{ 
    int result = -1; 
   char rxBuffer [MAX_BUFFER_SIZE+1]; 
    int sock; 
    struct sockaddr_in server; 
    int ret = 0; 
     
    server.sin_addr.s_addr = inet_addr(serverIpAddrs); 
    server.sin_family = AF_INET; 
    server.sin_port = htons (REMOTE_SOCKET_PORT); 
    printf("InitialiseTcpSocketClient() Remote Server adress: %s port %d \n",serverIpAdd
rs, REMOTE_SOCKET_PORT); 
    //Create socket 
    sock = socket (AF_INET, SOCK_STREAM, 0); 
    if (sock == -1) 
    { 
        printf ("Could not create socket"); 
    } 
    //Connect to remote TCP server socket 
    if (connect (sock, (struct sockaddr *) &server, sizeof(server)) < 0) 
    { 
        perror ("connect failed. Error"); 
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        return 1; 
    } 
    puts("Connected\n"); 
    // add the listener to the master set 
    FD_SET(sock, &Master); 
    Fdmax = sock; 
    result = sock; 
    if (result >= 0) 
    { 
        while (0 == ret) 
        { 
     // Listen on the TCP Socket file descriptor for incoming messages 
            ret = RunSocketClient((char*) &rxBuffer, MAX_BUFFER_SIZE); 
        } 
    } 
    perror ("InitialiseTcpSocketClient() RunSocketClient () Stopped. result 0x%x\n", ret); 
    close(sock); 
    return 0; 
} 
Figure 3-14 Embedded device TCP Client socket code snippet. 
 
3.3.8 Wi-Fi Module 
The Wi-Fi module manages the Wi-Fi credentials and connectivity parameters that are 
provided by the user via the web interface and sent to the BMS_Socket module. The Wi-
Fi module receives the new settings and creates a connection by calling the Linux Wi-Fi 
interface. Once a connection is established, this module will also make sure that the 
connectivity to the associated access point will remain, and it will restore the connection 
if it drops out. 





3.3.9 Auxiliary Output Module 
This module is responsible for setting the three Auxiliary and one Relay output pins. 
These output pins can be used for controlling devices or subsystems connected to the 
BMS. A device such as a fan, if connected to this pin, can be operated manually or once 
the temperature reaches a predefined threshold.  
The dashboard page on the BMS web interface provides four control switches for the 
user to control these output pins.  
3.4 The BMS Web Application 
The BMS web application is designed to provide visibility into the BMS data and to 
provide a management interface. The web application is built from two main modules, 
the back-end and the front-end, see Figure 3-15 below. The backend communicates with 
the MPB over a common web-socket interface to acquire measurement data and to send 
commands to the MPB. The front-end module is the visible part of the BMS. This module 
includes the Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML) and JavaScript file executed by the 
web browser to create a web interface. 
The web application is stored on the cloud server, with the back-end Node.js application 
executed by the cloud virtual machine, while the front-end files are downloaded to the 
web browser when a client session is opened on the web browser. 
3.4.1 Web Application Back-end 
The web back-end module runs on the cloud server and acts as the middle layer between 
the BMS embedded system and the BMS web interface front end. At start-up, the back-
end application opens two communication sockets, one for communicating with the 
BMS MPB, and the other one with the front-end web interface. A TCP server socket 
connecting the back-end to the MPB is always connected. This will ensure that real-time 
data and alarms are transferred to the back-end application for logging into the 
database and to display on the web interface. The measurement application running on 
the MPB expects a polling message from the back-end at every pre-defined time interval, 
and if this message not received after a time interval of 200 seconds, the MPB will restart 
the connection to the back-end TCP socket. 
The BMS database is maintained by the back-end module. This database is used for 
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storing battery data and the system configuration. The back-end application sends 
periodic requests to the embedded BMS device asking for a response with the latest 
measurements collected by the system. Measurement information received from the 
device is logged into the database together with the timestamp. 
The BMS web back-end is written in JavaScript using the Node.js runtime environment. 
Node.js is a server-side platform built on Google Chrome's JavaScript Engine (V8 Engine) 
[56]. An official definition provided by the Node.js documentation [57]: 
“Node.js is a platform built on Chrome's JavaScript runtime for easily building fast and 
scalable network applications. Node.js uses an event-driven, non-blocking I/O model that 
makes it lightweight and efficient, perfect for data-intensive real-time applications that 
run across distributed devices.” 
 
 
Figure 3-15 Cloud server architecture. 
Using the Node.js for developing the BMS web application proved to be a very good 
choice, since this environment provides modules offering complex functionality that 
otherwise would require a long development time. The Node.js has easy to use 
development tools that help to debug and find software issues during development. The 
Node.js has a non-blocking Input/Output and asynchronous request 
handling mechanism that makes it capable of processing requests without any delays. 
3.4.2 Back-end Database  
The BMS database is located on the AWS cloud as part of the back-end application. This 
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database stores the BMS battery data, the system configuration, and the user’s login 
credentials.  
The database type selected for the BMS is the NeDB [58] database, which is a JavaScript 
lightweight, fast-response, document-based database that is designed for embedded 
systems. The NeDB was selected in the early stages of the BMS project when the 
database was stored on the MPB, an environment with limited processing power and 
space constraints. The main reason for selecting the NeDB out of other embedded 
databases was that the NeDB APIs are a subset of the MongoDB [59] database. Having 
the same APIs as a large-scale, cloud-compatible database such as MongoDB will allow 
a simple transition to this database once required.  
The NeDB, with the functionality offered by the Node.js module and APIs, is simple to 
use and works the same way either on the embedded MPB or on the cloud. The 
migration of the back-end to the cloud did not require any modifications to the NeDB. 
The NeDB stores the data acquired from the batteries in the database, and a record is 
added for every predefined time interval with a unique timestamp. The data stored in 
the database is later populated to the web interface to be viewed by the user and can 
also be used as an input for battery management algorithms and processors. 
The NeDB is also used for storing the BMS configuration and settings such as the number 
of boards connected to the system, while the balancing parameters are stored in the 
database.  
3.4.3 Web Application Front-end 
The web application front-end is the module also referred to as the web interface. It 
comprises the HTML, Cascading Style Sheets (CSS), and JavaScript files that are stored in 
the cloud and consumed by the web browser.  
Once a user addresses the BMS web domain, a new client connection is created between 
the user’s machine and the BMS cloud server. The cloud server then responds with the 
Login page to allow the user to log into the system. Once logged in, the user can navigate 
to different web pages based on the credentials that have been granted.  
The front-end web pages displayed on the web browser are downloaded to the remote 
hosting machine over a common web-socket connection. 
As mentioned above, the front-end includes three types of files:  
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3.4.3.1 HTML (Hyper Text Mark-up Language) - Is the basic graphical structure of the 
web page. Using the HTML tags, the language defines the basic fonts, and the 
colour, graphic, and hyperlink effects on World Wide Web pages. The HTML 
files use CSS and JavaScript for more advanced features. 
3.4.3.2 CSS – Using CSS within an HTML web page provides options for an advanced 
feature-rich web design. The CSS language describes the presentation of Web 
pages, including colours, layout, and fonts. It allows one to adapt the 
presentation to different types of devices, such as large screens, small screens, 
or printers. The separation of HTML from CSS makes it easier to maintain sites, 
share style sheets across pages, and tailor pages to different environments. An 
HTML file can contain CSS code while CSS stylesheets can never 
contain HTML code within them. 
3.4.3.3 JavaScript – The JavaScript language is used on the web pages to handle 
dynamic data or generate dynamic HTML code. The front-end JavaScripts run 
on the web browser and do not rely on the connection to the back-end once 
they have been loaded on the host machine. this mechanism provides fast 
responses to user data entry, i.e. validating field content when a form is filled 
or when setting up the field for connecting to a Wi-Fi access point. Using front-
end JavaScripts on the BMS allows dynamic updating of the web pages with 
new information acquired from the MPB and battery controllers without 
refreshing the page. Another example is using the front-end JavaScripts as a 
simple solution for handling dynamic system configuration changes. When 
modifying the number of boards managed by the BMS platform through the 
Configuration web page, the tables on the BMS web pages are updated with 
the new number of boards by the front-end JavaScripts. 
3.4.4 The Socket.IO Protocol 
Socket.IO [60] is the protocol used for bidirectional communication between the web 
browser and the BMS backend server. Socket.IO is not a WebSocket implementation, 
although it uses WebSocket [61] as the transport layer when possible. 
Similar to WebSocket, the Socket.IO provides a persistent connection from the client to 
the server that is low-latency and low-overhead. Socket.IO supports transactions 
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initiated on either the client or the server-side. 
Historically, a connection between a web server and a client was created to fulfil the 
need to send data from the server to the client (most likely a web page) upon the client’s 
request. This type of connection was based on unidirectional data flow from the server 
to the client, which was always triggered by a client request. 
The WebSocket and Socket.IO concepts were created to fulfil the need for a persistent 
bidirectional connection that allows the server to push data to the client and vice versa.  
Socket.IO offers a reliable connection between the client and the server, and unless 
instructed otherwise, once connected, the client will keep the connection open. In the 
event of disconnection, the client will try to reconnect forever.  
Socket.IO uses a heartbeat mechanism for disconnection detection. This method allows 
both sides to know if the other side is not responding anymore. During the connection 
handshake the pingInterval (agreed ping interval time) and pingTimeout (agreed ping 
timeout) values are exchanged and used by the timers on the server and the client. 
To establish a Socket.IO connection between a server and a client, a socket is initiated 
by the server, which starts listening for the client’s request. The client and server each 
listen on their own socket for an event triggered by the other side, or for when 
disconnection is detected. 
The code snippets in Figure 3-16 below show the set-up of a client-server Socket.IO 
connection on different modules of the BMS web application. 
The Socket.IO server-side code snippet is part of the server.js file running on the web 
application back-end: 
var server = https.createServer(options, app).listen(PORT); 
var io = require("socket.io").listen(server); 
 
log.info("Initialising Datastore"); 




   var routes = new Routes(app,fs); 
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   // Create the log lookup record 
   createLogLookupRecord(datastore, function() 
   { 
      // initialise datalogger 
      datalog = new Datalog(datastore);  
      datalog.init(function() 
      { 
         // begin BMS API 
         bmsCTL = new BmsCTL(datastore); 
         bmsCTL.init(); 
 
         // begin cloudAPI 
         var cloudAPI = new CloudAPI(datastore,io,bmsCTL,datalog); 
         cloudAPI.init(io); 
      }); 
   }); 
}); 
 
Figure 3-16 Socket.IO server socket setup. 
Following the server socket initialisation done by the server.js, the cloudAPI.js handles 
the client connections and events, including messages. See Figure 3-17 below. 
//---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
//                     Class Declaration   
//---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
module.exports = function(ds,io,bmsCTL,dl) 
{ 
   var SocketWeb = require('./socketWeb.js') 
   var socketWeb = new SocketWeb(io); 
   var processWSCommand = []; 
   // Configure Monitor  
   var monitor = new Monitor({name:"cloudAPI.js"}); 
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   var log = monitor.log; 
   /** 
    * @brief initialise the cloudAPI 
    * @details intialise the socketWeb and sets up the event listeners 
    * @return none 
    */ 
   this.init = function() { 
      // configure command type array 
      processWSCommand[CMD_TYPE.DATASTORE] = processDatastoreCommand; 
      processWSCommand[CMD_TYPE.EVENT_LOGS] = processEventLogsCommand; 
      processWSCommand[CMD_TYPE.DATA_LOGS] = processDataLogsCommand; 
      processWSCommand[CMD_TYPE.BMS] = processBMSCommand; 
      processWSCommand[CMD_TYPE.WLAN] = processWLANCommand; 
      // connection event listener 
      socketWeb.onClientConnect(function(socket) { 
         log.debug("Websocket Connected ID: " + socket.id) 
      }); 
      // disconnect event listener 
      socketWeb.onClientDisconnect(function(socket) { 
         log.debug("Websocket Disconnected ID: " + socket.id) 
      }); 
 
      // receive data event listener   
      socketWeb.onClientData(function(socket,data) { 
         log.trace("Websocket data received"); 
         // parse incomming JSON packet  
         var command = JSON.parse(data); 
         // Send obj to the correct handler.  
         processWSCommand[command.type](socket,command); 
      }); 
      // initialise socket.io  
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      socketWeb.init(io); 
   }; 
Figure 3-17 Handling server-side Socket.IO events. 
The code snippet in Figure 3-18 below is part of the web application front-end index.html 
file, which runs on the web browser: 
         
<!-- socket.io plugin and utility --> 
        <script src="js/plugin/socket.io/socket.io.js"></script> 
        <script src="js/websocket.js"></script> 
 
Figure 3-18 Socket.IO setup on client index.html file. 
This code snippets in Figure 3-19 is part of the websocket.js module running on the web 
browser on the front-end for setting up a client socket:  
//----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
// FUNCTION NAME: this.init = function () 
// PURPOSE: initialise the socket.io client  
// PARAMETERS: none 
// RETURNS: none 
//----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
this.init = function(callback)  
{ 
    $("#conStatusLed")[0].style.color = '#E20000'; 
    callbackValid = (arguments.length > 0); 
    // Initialises socket connection and attempts to reconnect if lost 
    if(socket != undefined) { 
       if(socket.connected == true) { 
             // return false for no error 
             callback(false); 
       } else { 
          socket = io(); 
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       } 
    } else { 
       socket = io(); 
    } 
    // Create listener for incomming message packets 
    socket.on(SOCKET_ID,function(msg){ // 
         // Incomming msg received, call the function handler 
         processReceived(msg); 
      }); 
//Note that the event handler will NEVER be called until one of your backend controlle
rs, models, services, etc. sends a message to this socket.  
//Start listening for server-sent events with the specified eventIdentity 
    // HANDLE SOCKET "CONNECT" AND "DISCONNECT" EVENTS 
    socket.on('connect',function(){ 
       console.log("Socket connected"); 
       connectionStatus = true; 
    }); 
    socket.on('disconnect',function(){ 
       console.log("Socket disconnected"); 
       connectionStatus = false; 
   }); 
} 
Figure 3-19 Socket.IO client event and message processing. 
3.4.5 Cyber security aspects 
Unsecured BMSs can be compromised and the battery management operation can be 
altered by the hacker, this is a severe concern that will not only affect the battery’s 
operation but potentially can cause big damages to assets or even life-threatening 
situations. To demonstrate the risk, a lithium ion Battery can become explosive if 
overcharged due to cyber-attack. This kind of damage is magnified if considering a 




The proposed BMS is partially protected from these kinds of attacks, but more security 
measurements are still required. 
Hosting the BMS cloud server and databases on AWS provides out of the box security 
benefits. AWS centres and a network architected to protect the information, identities, 
applications.  
Logging into the web application requires user name and password as describe in 4.2.1 
Sign-in page. This operation will ensure that only authorised users can monitor data and 
modify the system’s operation.  
The current socket IO implementation is using unencrypted data transfer between the 
BMS node and the cloud system. This unsecured connectivity method was beneficial 
during the system development stage, when a developer can look into the data 
transferred without the need to decrypt it first, but poses a potential cyber security risk. 
To overcome this security hole, a secured Socket.IO should be established, with data 
encrypted before sending it to the remote cloud server. 
Another security measurement that should be added to the BMS is to protect against 
overcharging and undercharging as a result of a cyber-attack. This can be achieved by 
adding hardcoded top and bottom limits to the charging and discharging that cannot be 
modified by configuration under any circumstances. These limits and a monitoring 
thread that will disconnect the user if attempting to manipulate the system parameters 
beyond accepted boundaries will create a safer cloud connected BMS. 
 Chapter 4 - The Cloud and Web Interface 
 
The BMS components described in the previous chapter serve the objectives of 
managing the battery stacks on the device and getting the data to the cloud. The data is 
stored on the cloud in such a way that it can be visible and analysed by different tools.  
4.1 Cloud Storage 
The BMS cloud component includes cloud storage, analytics tools, and data 
visualization. As discussed previously:   
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Cloud servers provide flexible processing power and storage space. The BMS database 
is currently stored on the AWS EC2 virtual machine, but at any stage, if more storage 
space is required, the database can be relocated to the Amazon Simple Storage Service 
(S3) bucket [62]. The Amazon S3 bucket is a cloud storage service that is expandable, 
secured, high performance, and can be accessed from any location. A single S3 bucket 
can serve multiple web services linked to multiple BMS devices.  
Expanding the BMS into multiple platforms and locations can have benefits from storing 
all the data in a single location, and applying analysis algorithms and machine learning 
tools in this way can become an easier task. Using a storage cloud service such as S3 will 
ensure data durability, since automatic data back-up is applied in multiple systems 
across different locations, which means that data is always available and protected 
against failure, errors, and threats.  
Threats such as Ransomware (“A type of malicious software, or malware, designed to 
deny access to a computer system or data until a ransom is paid” [63]) and Malware are 
mitigated by the cloud storage system, since the data affected by those threats can be 
restored from a backup that is secured and cannot be accessed without proper 
authentication. 
As discussed earlier in this thesis, the BMS continuously provides measurements of 
voltage levels on each of the battery cells, as well as environmental factors that affect 
the battery operation. The data acquired is logged by the device and uploaded to the 
cloud server periodically or in real-time, based on the specific system that the BMS is 
used for.  
A cloud server can provide unlimited storage space for the data collected by the field 
devices. The data acquired by a single device over a significant period can be used to 
provide insight into battery operation over time. This data can be beneficial for 
optimising battery-cell efficiency and extending the battery lifetime. Using the data 
acquired from many systems over a long time will provide great value in terms of battery 
management and optimisation. 
4.2 Web Interface 
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The BMS web application is hosted on the cloud server to provide a simple user interface 
to monitor and control the battery stack. The BMS-IoT device is connected to this cloud 
server and provides real-time data collected from the battery pack. By using a PC or a 
mobile device, the end-user can securely log into the web console over the Hypertext 
Transfer Protocol Secure (HTTPS), to view the current condition of the system or send 
commands to the remote system. The web interface pages are described in detail in the 
following sections. 
4.2.1 Sign-in page  
The Sign-in page (Figure 4-1) welcomes the user, and the user logs in using the pre-set 
credentials. Based on the user’s security level, access to the different components of the 
system will be provided. There are currently five levels of security groups for classifying 
a new user: 
• User 





Figure 4-1 Sign-in page. 
4.2.2 Dashboard page 
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Once logged in, the user is presented with the Dashboard page as seen in Figure 4-2, 
which provides an overview of the system. This page displays a graph showing the stack 
voltage level and a graph of the battery stack SoC. At the bottom of the page, the 
Auxiliary control panel is found. This panel gives access to the three Auxiliary outputs 
(GPIOs) and a relay, so that their states can be monitored and modified.  
 
Figure 4-2 Digital Output Control Panel. 
The system summary information is located at the top of this page or any other web 
interface page. The system summary displays data related to the whole battery stack, 
which includes the stack voltage, the number of boards currently configured, and the 
stack state of charge. 
The MPB connectivity status indicator is found on the top right-hand side (Green for 
connected or Red for disconnected, which is updated continuously based on the current 
status). 
The Voltage level and the stack SoC graphs located in the middle of the Dashboard page 
present the stack levels. These graphs are updated periodically with the most recent 
battery data. 
The screen captures in Figure 4-3 below is showing a voltage level of 30.94 volts and two 
levels of SoC, where the first one, Figure 4-4, represents the discharged battery stack 
(about 2% charging level) and the second one, Figure 4-5, is showing the stack charged 
to a level of 91%. Note that the changes in the level of the voltage and SoC are not visible 




Figure 4-3 Stack Voltage graph. 
 
Figure 4-4 State of Charge for low-charged battery stack. 
 
Figure 4-5 State of Charge for high-charged battery stack. 
4.2.3 Monitoring Cells page 
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The Monitoring Cells page, Figure 4-6, presents a table that displays the last sixty minutes 
of data measured by the system, one row per minute. Using the drop-down box, the 
user can select the board from which the data will be populated.  
To download a comma-delimited CSV file for the selected board, the user should press 
the Download button. This CSV file provides detailed information about the measured 
data across the system, not only the columns shown on this page. 
 
 
Figure 4-6 Minute-by-minute data from battery cells. 
4.2.4 Balancer Command Centre page 
The Balancer Command Centre page is the interface to the battery balancing 
capabilities. A graphical interface shows the current condition of each cell for each of 
the selected boards. By using the tabs at the top of the display area, the user can select 
the board from which to populate the data. 
This Settings panel allows the user to control the cell’s balancing controller on the MPB. 
The user can initiate an Auto Balancing operation or control the charging or discharging 
of an individual cell for a predefined period. 
4.2.4.1 The Importance of Balancing 
A healthy battery that will last longer is a battery in which the cells are not being 
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overcharged or undercharged many times throughout the battery life.  
The capacity of the battery cells is different between one cell and another, and 
this capacity is determined by the cell chemistry created during the 
manufacturing process and the degradations rate across the cell lifetime. An 
imbalance in the SoC will eventually start to degrade the battery stack over long-
term operation and may result in irreversible damage that will reduce the battery 
life significantly. Figure 4-7 below reflects the battery cells’ state of charge 
without balancing and equalization, and Figure 4-8 demonstrate the battery stack 
SOC when auto balancing is enabled. 
 
 




Figure 4-8 With Balancing and Equalization. 
To overcome this issue and to achieve the expected battery lifetime, an 
equalization algorithm monitors and controls the charging and discharging 
process for each cell in the battery stack. This algorithm ensures that the SoC 
across all the cells in the battery stack is within the right range to prevent 
undercharging of high capacity cells or overcharging of low capacity cells. 
When charging a battery pack, the charging controller should stop charging when 
the lowest capacity cell reaches 100% capacity. This will protect that one cell 
from being overcharged but will leave the rest of the cells undercharged, which, 
in turn, reduces the battery efficiency. Another option is to keep charging until 
the highest capacity cell reaches the 100% charging state. This will ensure that 
all the cells are fully charged, and the battery will provide its full potential. The 
downside of using this method, however, is that cells with lower capacity will be 
overcharged, a process that reduces the battery life in the long term. 
To overcome the issues described here and to reach the full capacity, an 
equalization algorithm has been used, which adjusts the amount of charge to 
compensate for the difference in the cell’s capacity and ensures that all the cells 
are charged to their true capacity and not over it. 
The balancing and equalization operations are not covered by this research but 
were developed on the UOW BMS original platform. For detailed information 
about this feature, refer to “Battery Management System for Electric Vehicles” 
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[15] and “Charge-Based Self-Equalization for Imbalanced Battery Pack in an 
Energy Storage Management System” [64]. 
 
4.2.5 Configuration 
The Configuration page, in Figure 4-9 below is available to authorised users only, so that 
the users can change the number of boards with which the system is communicating. 
The ability to dynamically configure the number of boards provides a quick and easy way 
to adjust the system if the number of boards connected needs to be modified. The 
number of boards is stored on the NeDB database, and once changed, the new number 
will be populated to all the levels of the BMS, the web page HTML code will be adjusted 
to reflect the new number of boards to the user, the back-end will update the MPB to 
respond with data for the number of boards specified, and the data logged to the NeDB 
will only include the updated number of boards. 
For future expansion, this page can be adjusted to include more configuration 
parameters and settings. 
 
 
Figure 4-9 System Configuration page. 
4.2.6 System admin pages 
The System admin pages have been added to provide insight into the system. These 
pages are normally accessible to and maintained by developers and administrators only.  
4.2.6.1 User Settings 
The User Settings page, Figure 4-10, contains the new user wizard that allows dedicated 
users to add new users to the system. Existing users’ details can be modified or can be 
removed using the Users management interface. 
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Users’ passwords are encrypted immediately and saved in this form in the database.  
 
 
Figure 4-10 User Settings. 
4.2.6.2 Datastore 
This page shows the data stored on the database, including the system configuration 
and settings. This interface provides a simple to use and a great insight into the system 
during development or even on a live system. A BMS user can select the data to inspect 
under “Tables and Records” and the data will be populated to the tables on the right. 
This feature saves the work and the cost required for setting up a database tool and 
server that will query the database and populate the data into tables. 
Adding this page as shown in Figure 4-11 during the early stages of the project helped 




Figure 4-11 System Admin page. 
4.3 Wireless Networks 
The Wireless network connectivity page, Figure 4-12, is used to set up the system on a 
Wi-Fi network. The user is required to provide the access-point’s name and password, 
in order to securely connect to the selected network. If the access point requires a user 
name, an optional field is available to input this data. 
The current connectivity status and the access-point information is updated periodically, 
which includes:  
• Association Status 
• Access Point Media Access Control (MAC) Address 
• Access Point Name 
• BMS IP Address 
• Number of packets sent since the connection was established. 
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• Number of packets received since the connection was established. 
• The Signal Level. 
 
 
Figure 4-12 Wireless network settings 
4.3.1 Wireless Network interface 
The selection of Wi-Fi as the wireless interface of the system was for several reasons, as 
described below: 
Based on market research, Wi-Fi usage within the IoT ecosystem is growing rapidly. Wi-
Fi has evolved as one of the most widespread and versatile technological platforms 
currently being used. Adding Wi-Fi to a BMS provides the option to connect the system 
to a nearby Wi-Fi-based network or to a network bridge device that is connected to the 
internet over a cellular network.  
A very popular application for a BMS relates to the Electric Vehicle (EV). When examining 
the Electric Vehicle market, some of the vehicles in this class are already equipped with 
internet connectivity over the cellular network. In some cases, these vehicles can 
operate a local Wi-Fi hotspot that connects passenger mobile devices or other in-car, 
Wi-Fi enabled peripheral devices to the network. This feature makes the integration of 
a Wi-Fi-based BMS a natural choice. If a vehicle does not have this type of internet 
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connectivity, adding a mobile cellular modem is a simple and relatively cheap solution. 
The BMS can work in an offline mode and still run the essential functionality of balancing 
and supervising the battery operation. When offline, the BMS is collecting data in log 
files and stores it locally. Once the Wi-Fi connectivity is available, the BMS can 




 Chapter 5 - Discussion 
The research conducted for this thesis raised a few challenges that have been resolved 
throughout the development of the system, with opportunities for future expansion 
identified.  
At the outset of the project, while using the original UOW BMS platform, a major issue 
caused the system to crash after two days of work. After an investigation into the root 
cause of this issue, a problem with the database was established. An unsupervised 
database cache file grew in size, and consequently caused the system to run out of disk 
space and crash. Despite the large database cache size, the persistent database did not 
grow as much. By periodically clearing the database cache, the system could keep 
working for a long time and log data into the database and log files. 
The database size issue prompted me to develop a solution that would allow the system 
to log data for the battery lifetime (a process of several years, potentially up to one or 
two decades) with no storage space concerns. The use of a microSD card for storing the 
battery data logs is limited and insufficient for storing battery data for a few years, as 
necessitated by the expected battery lifespan, and as such a different system needed to 
be created. The benefit of storing battery data for this period of time was identified 
when reading about Second Battery Life, which was discussed earlier in this document. 
Searching for the best solution for the storage space problem resulted in connecting the 
BMS to the cloud as an IoT device. The cloud server provided the storage space required 
for the battery measurement data, the unlimited storage space, and the computing 
power to analyse the data and create meaningful and useful information. 
Using cloud connectivity for large or small battery systems will help develop a better 
understanding of battery behaviour in different implementations. One such example is 
the profile in which current is consumed from the battery, which may determine the 
battery life longevity. Similarly, the availability and current levels of the energy source 
may have an effect. Other factors may include environmental effects, battery chemistry, 
the algorithm used for battery maintenance, and other measurements that can be 
acquired using the logged information. The deeper the understanding we can develop 




With real-time connectivity and visibility of the BMS, a battery manager can respond 
quicker to events that otherwise could cause catastrophic damage to the system. A 
connected system can warn about faults or hazards as soon as the safety threshold is 
crossed, allowing enough time to respond before the system is damaged. This makes a 
connected BMS a much safer system then a standalone BMS. 
BMS algorithm software can be complex and may not be optimised when initially 
created, and much like any other software, code updates will eventually be required. 
The software may require updates due to bugs found in one of the execution paths that 
was never tested, algorithm improvements suggested by a new study or even changes 
to the system configuration. Updating software on isolated systems requires manual 
interaction with the system, usually in the form of a technician who updates each system 
separately. Additionally, as these systems are often in remote areas, this solution is very 
costly and, in many cases, difficult to implement.  
Software and firmware updates on IoT devices are OTA updates, a term used to describe 
the operation of updating code in remote devices over the network. The update can be 
sent to any of the devices in the group gradually or concurrently. A connected BMS 
benefits from the simplicity of updating the algorithms or any other software 
component simply and efficiently.   
Maintaining updated software on all the BMS sites profits the organisation with the 
ability to maintain better battery management algorithms, safer operation, longer 
battery life and the ability to expand the system and implement new features without 
the need to physically update them. 
The Balena [65] project provides an IoT solution that may fit a typical BMS. This project 
provides a Linux based operating system for embedded devices that connects to a cloud 
server and simplifies the way to perform a safe OTA update to the device. This OS and 
cloud connectivity can be considered for future expansions of the discussed BMS. 
With the growth of markets and products using batteries and the benefit of maximizing 
the battery life before recycling battery materials, there is great value in gathering and 
storing battery data in a space where the data is backed up and can be accessed by 
different tools or algorithms. Considering the Second Battery Life market, the recorded 
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history of the battery can provide accurate real values for an individual battery. Batteries 
could be sold for a second life for a value based on the usage profile throughout their 
lifetime. Many factors can determine the battery health before it changes hands, 
including the quality of SoC limitations, maintenance, correct charging and discharging 
levels enforced by BMS algorithms, ambient temperature and user behaviour within the 
working spec.  Using this data, a potential buyer will have a better insight into the history 
of the battery and with the right mathematical tools will be able to determine the 
expected second lifetime and performance of the battery before purchasing it. On the 
other hand, from the original battery owner perspective, selling a used well-maintained 
battery for a realistic market value will reduce the cost of a replacement battery. In the 
EV market, the value of a pre-owned car is largely determined based on the battery’s 
age, which increases the depreciation level disproportionately to a similar internal 
combustion or diesel vehicle, and a potential buyer will factor the cost of replacing the 
battery into the cost of the used car. Reducing the cost of replacing a battery will directly 
reduce the depreciation of EV. Having EV resell depreciation levels similar to those of a 
conventional car will encourage buyers to choose EV knowing that they will not lose 
significant sums of money to depreciation.  
Another future research trend identified using the information provided by gathering 
battery data relates to battery chemistry development. By comparing the exact 
chemistry of different batteries implemented within different BMS systems and their 
recorded data, researchers can identify long-term patterns recorded during the battery 
lifetime and may subsequently be able to improve the battery chemistry. 
In conclusion, by gathering BMS data on the cloud and identifying trends within it, 
batteries may be greatly improved and their operational lifespan extended. BMS 
connectivity can reduce operational running costs and risks, provide greater Second 
Battery Life information and market value, highlight superior materials in battery 
construction and reduce the cost and frequency of battery replacements in EV, 
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7.1 Appendix 1 – BMS board GPIO connections 
 
 




7.2 Appendix 2 - The BMS Battery Monitoring Board DC1942C 
 
Figure 7-2 Addressable isoSPI battery-stack monitoring board DC1942C. 
 





Figure 7-4 DC1942C, Demonstration Board using LTC6804-2HG-2 (Sheet 1 of 2) [39]. 
 
Figure 7-5 DC1942C, Demonstration Board using LTC6804-2HG-2 (Sheet 2 of 2) [39]. 
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7.3 Appendix 3 - BeagleBone Black board 
 
  





Figure 7-7 BeagleBone Black interface connector schematics. 
